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ABSTRACT16

Molecular lines tracing the orbital motion of gas in a well-defined disk are valuable tools for inferring17

both the properties of the disk and the star it surrounds. Lines that arise only from a disk, and not also18

from the surrounding molecular cloud core that birthed the star or from the outflow it drives, are rare.19

Several such emission lines have recently been discovered in one example case, those from NaCl and20

KCl salt molecules. We studied a sample of 23 candidate high-mass young stellar objects (HMYSOs) in21

17 high-mass star-forming regions to determine how frequently emission from these species is detected.22

We present 5 new detections of water, NaCl, KCl, PN, and SiS from the innermost regions around23

the objects, bringing the total number of known briny disk candidates to 9. Their kinematic structure24

is generally disk-like, though we are unable to determine whether they arise from a disk or outflow25

in the sources with new detections. We demonstrate that these species are spatially coincident in a26

few resolved cases and show that they are generally detected together, suggesting a common origin27

or excitation mechanism. We also show that several disks around HMYSOs clearly do not exhibit28

emission in these species. Salty disks are therefore neither particularly rare in high-mass disks, nor are29

they ubiquitous.30

1. INTRODUCTION31

Circumstellar accretion disks develop around forming32

new stars. While the presence of disks around low-mass33

stars has been clear for decades, we have only defini-34

tively demonstrated that accretion disks exist around35

high-mass young stellar objects (HYMSOs) in the last36

decade (e.g., Beltrán & de Wit 2016; Maud et al. 2017;37

Ilee et al. 2018).38

One limiting factor in the detection and subsequent39

characterization of HYMSOs has been the lack of molec-40

ular emission lines that arise from the disk, but are not41

confused with or absorbed by the surrounding molecu-42

lar cloud. A select few lines have recently been discov-43

ered that are uniquely produced in the disks of some44

HMYSOs. Emission from salt molecules has been de-45

tected in the surroundings of four stars in three star-46

forming regions: Orion Source I (Ginsburg et al. 2019a),47

G17.64+0.16 (Maud et al. 2019), and a pair in IRAS48

16547-4247 (Tanaka et al. 2020) (hereafter, SrcI, G17,49

and I16547, respectively). Of these, SrcI and G17 are50

confirmed disks, while the I16547 pair remain candi-51

dates, and in all cases the salt emission comes from52

zones within . 100 au of the central source. Each of53

these sources also exhibits H2O emission from both the54

(candidate) disk and a slightly more extended region,55

and thus we dub these objects ‘brinaries.’56

Salts are detected in the atmospheres of AGB and57

post-AGB stars, giving some clues as to the physi-58

cal conditions needed to produce them. Salts have59

been detected in CRL2688 (Highberger et al. 2003),60

IRAS+10216 (Cernicharo & Guelin 1987), IK Tauri,61
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VY Canis Majoris (Milam et al. 2007; Decin et al.62

2016), VX Sgr (mentioned in passing in Danilovich63

et al. 2021), and OH231.8+44.2 (Sánchez Contreras64

et al. 2022). Sánchez Contreras et al. (2022) discovered65

a brinary disk surrounding the post-AGB mass trans-66

fer system OH231.8+4.2, highlighting the similarity be-67

tween birth and death among moderately massive stars.68

However, there are also some non-detections in well-69

surveyed sources, including the S-type AGB stars W70

Aql and π1 Gru (Homan et al. 2020; Danilovich et al.71

2021).72

The development of line lists in the infrared, and more73

complete lists in the radio, has been driven in part by74

interest in salts as constituents of the atmospheres of hot75

planets, in which these species are predicted to be im-76

portant components of upper cloud layers (Barton et al.77

2014). There is therefore some motivation to understand78

where salts occur in disks and in or on dust grains.79

Studies of (post)-AGB stars and models of planetary80

atmospheres provide some clues about the physical con-81

ditions required to produce gas-phase salts. NaCl is ex-82

pected to change states (from solid to gas or vice-versa)83

around ∼500–600 K at planetary atmospheric pressure84

(i.e., 1 bar; Woitke et al. 2018). Decin et al. (2016) sug-85

gest that it comes off of grains at 100–300 K based on86

the detection locations in supergiant stars. These stud-87

ies provide a first hint about where NaCl may come from88

if it precipitates out of cooling gas, though it remains un-89

clear if the same mechanisms apply in and around YSO90

disks.91

Motivated by the detection of salts in a few HMYSOs92

with ALMA in recent years, we present a first search93

for salt-bearing disks in the ALMA archives. In Sec-94

tion 2, we describe the ALMA observations we analyze.95

In Section 3, we describe the analysis approach (3.1.1)96

and detections (3.3). We discuss the chemical correla-97

tions observed in the sample and possible reasons for98

(non)detections in Section 4, then conclude.99

2. DATA & SAMPLE SELECTION100

We utilize archival and new data from several projects.101

We select data sets that have high angular resolution (.102

0.1 ′′) targeting high-mass star-forming regions. Most103

of the sources in our sample come from the Digging104

into the Interior of Hot Cores with ALMA (DIHCA; PI:105

Sanhueza) program, which is surveying ∼ 30 candidate106

disks. The main aims of the DIHCA survey are to study107

the interior of massive hot cores to determine whether108

they form high-mass stars collapsing monolithically or109

by fragmenting into binary (multiple) systems and to110

search for accretion disks around high-mass stars. The111

DIHCA targets were selected from the literature as re-112

gions with previous interferometric (e.g., SMA) observa-113

tions and having an expected flux of>0.1 Jy at 230 GHz.114

All clumps follow the empirical threshold for high-mass115

star formation suggested by Kauffmann & Pillai (2010).116

We only examine a small subset of the DIHCA sample117

here because not all data were available as of March118

2022. Because our sample is not uniformly selected, we119

can say little about completeness; we can only search120

for general trends. Nevertheless, the trends we find are121

interesting and suggest that observing a more uniform122

sample in the future would be productive.123

DIHCA observations of G335, G333.23, NGC6334,124

IRAS16562, G34.43mm1, G29.96, and G351.77 were ob-125

tained during July 2019, and observations of G5.89,126

G11.92, IRAS18089, and W33A were taken both in127

September 2017 and July 2019. The observations were128

reduced using CASA (v5.4.0-70; McMullin et al. 2007).129

The data were then phase self-calibrated in three steps130

with decreasing solution intervals and the continuum131

subtracted following the procedure of Olguin et al.132

(2021). Dirty cubes were produced with a Briggs weight-133

ing robust parameter of 0.5 using the CASA tclean134

task. We use dirty image cubes for expediency, so it135

is possible significant improved images of these objects136

could be obtained, though we note that the targeted137

lines are generally faint and would not be affected by138

cleaning with typical clean parameters.139

We use the SrcI data from Ginsburg et al. (2018,140

2019a). We use G17 data from Maud et al. (2019).141

We use G351.77 data from both DIHCA and Beuther142

et al. (2019). We use I16547 data from both DIHCA143

and Tanaka et al. (2020). For each of these data sets,144

we refer the reader to the cited papers for the data re-145

duction description. We include summary statistics of146

these observations in Table 1. We give additional details147

about the physical resolution, distance to the targets,148

and the line used as a velocity guide (see §3.1) in Table149

1.150

Finally, we use proprietary data toward Sh 255-IR151

SMA1 (hereafter S255IR) from project 2019.1.00492.S152

(PI Ginsburg). We use the archive-produced data prod-153

ucts, which were cleaned with the ALMA pipeline, and154

imaged them with CASA 6.4.3.4. The images were155

cleaned to a depth of 10 mJy using Briggs robust=0156

weighting.157

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS158

We search for lines of NaCl, KCl, H2O, SiS, and H30α159

in each of the target pointings (see Table 2). Since each160

target was selected for having a high luminosity or a161

strong HMYSO disk candidate beforehand, we used the162

literature identification of existing sources as our start-163
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Table 1. Observation Summary

Field Source Name θmaj θmaj θmin PA σ f(> 5σ) Nbeams σavg v ref. line Distance

AU ′′ ′′ ◦ K K kpc

Orion SrcI 20 0.050 0.039 72.7 19.3 0.05 43 2.9 NaCl J=18-17 v=0 0.4

S255IR SMA1 40 0.036 0.027 5.6 46.9 0.04 19 10.6 no clear disk 1.6k

G351.77 mm12 50 0.027 0.022 -89.3 6.0 0.08 24 1.2 H2O 2.2c

G351.77 mm2 50 0.027 0.022 -89.3 6.0 0.05 21 1.3 H2O 2.2c

G351.77 mm1 50 0.027 0.022 -89.3 6.0 0.14 41 0.9 H2O 2.2c

G17 G17 50 0.038 0.022 44.4 10.0 0.01 75 1.2 H2O 2.2c

NGC6334I mm1d 50 0.074 0.041 62.8 19.6 0.10 20 4.3 H2O 1.3d

NGC6334I mm1b 50 0.074 0.041 62.8 19.6 0.23 27 3.7 H2O 1.3d

NGC6334I mm2b 50 0.074 0.041 62.8 19.6 0.07 7 7.0 H2O 1.3d

NGC6334IN SMA1b/d 50 0.074 0.042 63.4 17.5 0.16 278 1.0 H2O 1.3d

NGC6334IN SMA6 50 0.074 0.042 63.4 17.5 0.06 22 3.7 H2O 1.3d

IRAS18162 GGD27 90 0.099 0.066 -89.0 6.9 0.01 36 1.1 SO 65 − 54 1.3a

IRAS18089 I18089-1732 100 0.064 0.045 65.8 18.4 0.33 57 2.4 CH3OH 2.3f

G34.43 mm1 110 0.105 0.069 59.5 9.2 0.35 53 1.3 no clear disk 1.6l

IRAS16562 G345.4938+01.4677 120 0.106 0.053 81.6 10.5 0.04 25 2.1 H30α 2.3g

I16547 A 130 0.065 0.043 35.7 23.2 0.19 7 8.4 H2O 2.9c

I16547 B 130 0.065 0.043 35.7 23.2 0.18 5 9.5 H2O 2.9c

G5.89 mm15 130 0.063 0.043 66.3 19.2 0.00 85 2.1 H2O 3.0b

G335 ALMA1 140 0.066 0.041 47.3 20.4 0.29 118 1.9 no clear disk 3.3i

W33A mm1-main 170 0.103 0.067 -86.4 6.5 0.17 51 0.9 H2O 2.6k

G333.23 mm1 220 0.069 0.041 54.1 18.4 0.02 70 2.2 SO 65 − 54 5.3h

G333.23 mm2 220 0.069 0.041 54.1 18.4 0.08 45 2.7 SO 65 − 54 5.3h

G11.92 mm1 220 0.101 0.066 -86.9 6.6 0.16 103 0.7 SO 65 − 54 3.3e

G29.96 submm1 530 0.099 0.071 65.0 9.6 0.22 369 0.5 no clear disk 7.4j

Observation properties. The ‘Field’ name indicates the region of the ALMA pointing. The ‘Source Name’ is the identifier of
the disk candidate examined. θ gives the beam parameters, with θmaj [au] providing the physical size using the adopted

distance. σ is the average noise level of the field, which is averaged down by N
1/2
beams to give σavg, the noise level in the stacked

spectrum. f(> 5σ) is the fraction of the stacked spectrum that is above five times σavg; it is used as a diagnostic of the line
crowding in the spectrum covering 219.2–220.8 GHz, which is high for complex-molecule-rich regions. The v reference line is
the line used to create a velocity map to produce stacked spectra. Section 3.1.4 provides additional details. Distances come
from the following sources: a Añez-López et al. (2020), b Sato et al. (2014); Fernández-López et al. (2021), c Beuther et al.
(2017), d Chibueze et al. (2014), e Sato et al. (2014), f Xu et al. (2011), g Guzmán et al. (2020), h Whitaker et al. (2017), i

Peretto et al. (2013), j Kalcheva et al. (2018), k Reid et al. (2014), l Kurayama et al. (2011), m Ilee et al. (2018),

ing point. We cut out cubes centered on the brightest164

continuum source in the ALMA images (except G5.89;165

see §B.4). We also searched fainter continuum sources,166

selecting small sub-regions around each of the compact167

continuum peaks that could plausibly contain disks. Be-168

cause the source selection is based on a by-eye exami-169

nation of the data over a limited field of view (in most170

cases, only the inner 5–10 arcseconds of the ALMA field171

of view was imaged), the sample presented here has172

unknown completeness - the conclusions we draw will173

therefore be only suggestive, not conclusive.174

Most of our line detections come from stacked spectra175

of resolved disk-like objects. We describe in Section 3.1176

the line stacking approach used to obtain higher signal-177

to-noise ratio spectra that represent average values over178

the candidate disk. Section 3.3 describes the detections179

in individual sources and shows some of the extracted180

images and spectra. Additional images and spectra are181

displayed in the appendices.182

The main result is the detection of the ‘brinary’ lines183

toward the 9 sources (of which 3 are tentative detections)184

shown in Figures 1 and 2. These initial figures show185

moment maps of the NaCl lines as described in Section186

3.1.3.187

3.1. Line stacking extraction188

From source candidate identification from the contin-189

uum data, the analysis forks down two different paths.190
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Figure 1. Moment-0 (integrated intensity) images of the resolved sources in NaCl lines. For SrcI (top-left), this is the integrated
intensity of the NaCl J=18-17 v=0 line. For the remainder, G17 (top right), G351 mm1 (bottom left), and NGC 6334I mm1b
(bottom right), these are the average of the J=18-17 and J=17-16 transitions of both the v=0 and v=1 states. The coordinates
are given in RA/Dec offset from the central position specified under the abscissa. The scalebars show physical sizes as labeled.
The ellipses in the corners show the full-width half-maximum beam ellipse.

We start by searching by eye for emission associated191

with the H2O line, which is quite bright in SrcI, in §3.1.1,192

which we then use as a kinematic reference. If water is193

not detected, we use a different line as our kinematic194

reference as described in §3.1.2.195

3.1.1. Water-driven analysis196

If the water line is detected, we use it to create a197

‘velocity map’ following this procedure:198

1. Cut out a cube containing the region around the199

estimated central vLSR±20km s−1 in velocity and200

encompassing only the candidate disk region in201

space.202
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Figure 2. Integrated intensity (moment-0) images of the NaCl stacked lines toward G351mm2 (top left), G351mm12 (top
middle), NGC 6334I mm2b - which is only a tentative detection (top right), I16547A (bottom left) and B (bottom center), and
W33A (bottom right). These disk candidates are either unresolved or marginally resolved.

2. Create a peak intensity map of the line in that203

region.204

3. Create a threshold mask including only the (by-205

eye) estimated significant emission in the peak in-206

tensity map. Use one iteration of binary erosion207

and three to seven iterations of binary dilation to208

remove isolated bright noise pixels and fill back in209

the mask.1210

4. Create a volumetric threshold mask including only211

pixels above the estimated noise level. Then, use212

one iteration of binary erosion followed by one to213

three iterations of binary dilation to fill in the214

mask. As in the previous step, this step is to elimi-215

nate isolated bright pixels, but because it is in 3D,216

a different threshold can be adopted.217

1Binary dilation refers to mathematical morphology operations in
which any pixel having value False and a neighbor with the value
True is set to True. Binary erosion is the inverse operation.

5. Create a moment-1 (intensity-weighted velocity)218

map of the spatially and volumetrically masked219

data cube.220

The erosion and dilation steps are performed to ex-221

clude isolated bright pixels and to maximally include all222

pixels associated with source emission.223

We then use the velocity map to stack the spectra ob-224

tained across the disk candidate. Each spectrum from225

each spatial pixel in the cube that has a measured ve-226

locity is shifted such that the line peak is moved to 0227

km s−1. The spectra are then averaged to produce the228

stacked spectrum.229

This stacking process assumes that all spectra through230

the candidate disk will have similar peak intensity and231

width but different central velocities; this assumption232

held well in the SrcI spectrum (Ginsburg et al. 2018).233

We assume that the kinematics of our selected line are234

the same as the lines of interest; this assumption is jus-235

tified by position-velocity diagrams in §3.3.2.236
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Figure 3. Demonstration of the utility of stacking analysis
toward G17 in one spectral window. The black spectrum is
stacked by shifting each individual spectrum to match the
location of the peak intensity of the H2O line; it is the same
in both panels. The top panel shows the peak intensity spec-
trum taken over the same area as the stacked spectrum, and
the bottom shows the mean spectrum in blue. It is clear that
the stacked spectrum has clearer features and better signal-
to-noise ratios than either the peak or average spectrum.

We demonstrate the advantage of this line stacking237

approach in Figure 3. The signal-to-noise in targeted238

lines is substantially increased, and faint lines appear239

that are otherwise missed. In the example figure, the240

most obvious case is KCl v=4 J=31-30, which is not241

apparent in either the peak intensity or average spec-242

trum, but is strongly evident in the stacked spectrum.243

Those sources that are best-resolved - in our sample,244

G351 and G17 - show the most improvement.245

We label the resulting averaged spectra with known246

NaCl and KCl transitions and selected other lines, in-247

cluding those of SiO, SiS, H2O, H30α, and several promi-248

nent other molecules (see Table 2). We then use these249

plots to populate the detection table, Table 3. We re-250

gard the lines as firm detections only if they:251

• Are prominent, bright, and relatively isolated252

(e.g., H2O, as in Figure 4)253

• Exhibit an appropriately broad linewidth (H30α is254

expected to have σv & 5 km s−1 because it comes255

from hot plasma (T ∼ 104 K), while molecular256

species are expected to be narrower, coming from257

gas at T < 1000 K).258

For species for which we label the vibrationally excited259

transitions, we consider only the v=0, v=1, and v=2 lev-260

els, as higher levels are expected to be weaker if present.261

There are several cases where a compelling detection262

of one line of a species (NaCl or KCl) is detected, but an263

adjacent state is not detected. For example, the J=18-264

17 v=1 line is detected, but the J=16-17 v=1 line is265

not. In these cases, we regard the detection as tentative266

and note it in Table 3 with an asterisk. These were267

cases in which the line may still be present, but may be268

hidden by either blending with neighboring species or269

absorption by a line in the surrounding core.270

We report detections qualitatively rather than quanti-271

tatively because the detections are generally obvious and272

high signal-to-noise. When a detection is ambiguous, it273

is not because of high noise but because of confusion274

with neighboring lines (e.g., 41KCl J=31-30 is confused275

with NaCl v = 1 J = 18−17) or absorption by non-disk276

material (e.g., KCl v=4 J=31-30).277

3.1.2. Water nondetection-driven analysis278

The path for water non-detections is less linear. If we279

are unable to clearly identify emission in the H2O line,280

we search for other lines to use as the basis for stack-281

ing. We first create a simple averaged spectrum over282

the selected disk candidate’s emitting region by exam-283

ining several different lines in the cube. We then search284

for other plausible guiding lines, focusing on those that285

exhibit gradients in the direction expected given known286

outflows (i.e., we look at lines rotating perpendicular to287

outflows). We look at SiS, SO, and, when truly des-288

perate, CH3OH lines. If we are able to identify a rea-289

sonably disk-like line from among these lines, we use it290

to produce a velocity map as above (§3.1.1). If, after291

this search, we are still unable to find a line that traces292

disk-like kinematics, we remove the source from further293

consideration.294

For both water- and non-water-driven stacking, we re-295

port the achieved noise level in Table 1.296

3.1.3. Cube stacking297

When NaCl is detected, it is generally seen in mul-298

tiple transitions. The NaCl v=0 and v=1 J=18-17299

and v=1 and v=2 J=17-16 transitions are present in300
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the DIHCA observational setups and are not too badly301

contaminated by neighboring lines. We therefore cre-302

ate ‘stacked’ NaCl cubes by cutting out cubes centered303

on each of those transitions, smoothing them to a com-304

mon beam, regridding them to a common spectral res-305

olution, and then averaging the cubes. We use these306

stacked cubes for further analysis of the NaCl lines, pro-307

ducing both moment-0 images and position-velocity di-308

agrams (except for SrcI, for which the signal-to-noise309

ratio in individual lines was high enough to produce mo-310

ment maps without stacking). The stacked cubes have311

higher signal-to-noise than the individual cubes and de-312

emphasize contaminant lines that are adjacent to the313

target lines, since the contaminants arise at different314

relative velocities for each NaCl line (for example, while315

the 41KCl 31-30 line is 13 km s−1 to the red of the NaCl316

v = 1 J = 18 − 17 line, there is no line 13 km s−1317

to the red of the three other NaCl lines included here).318

This stacking approach is not strictly necessary for use319

or analysis of the NaCl lines, but it aesthetically im-320

proves the resulting images and makes visual inspection321

and comparison more straightforward.322

We created these cubes whether or not we first noted323

an NaCl detection in the spectrum. In cases where no324

detection was apparent in the stacked spetrum, we nev-325

ertheless checked the stacked NaCl cubes to see if ex-326

tended emission at the expected velocity was apparent.327

No additional detections were obtained through this ap-328

proach.329

3.1.4. COMs330

We identify the presence of complex organic molecules331

(COMs) in the spectrum in a very broad-strokes man-332

ner. We do not identify specific species, though we note333

that CH3OH and CH3CN are commonly detected, but334

instead characterize the spectra by the richness of the335

‘line forest.’ For each observation, in the spectral range336

219.2-220.8 GHz (which is COM-rich and includes the337

CH3CN J = 12 − 11 ladder), we measure the per-pixel338

noise (σcube) by obtaining the standard deviation over339

the full field of view over all pixels; this approach slightly340

overestimates the noise because it includes signal in the341

noise estimate. For image cubes that were not already342

continuum-subtracted, we estimate, and then subtract,343

the continuum by performing pixel-by-pixel sigma clip-344

ping to 3-σ, then taking the median across the spectral345

axis (i.e., as in Sánchez-Monge et al. 2018). Then, for346

each extracted region around a candidate disk, we aver-347

age the spectra within that region, then determine what348

fraction of the spectrum exceeds five times the expected349

noise level, where the expected noise level is σcuben
−1/2
beams,350

where nbeams is the number of beams included in the351

averaging area. Note that we only search for COMs in352

emission; absorption by C- and O-bearing species is seen353

toward most sources, but is not directly associated with354

the candidate disk, instead, it likely comes from the sur-355

rounding envelope or molecular cloud.356

Table 1 gives a summary of these statistics in addition357

to general properties of the data.358

3.2. Line Identification359

We briefly discuss the key lines used for identification360

of NaCl, KCl, PN, SiS, and SiO in this section. The361

summary of lines considered is in Table 2. The NaCl362

v=0 and v=1 J=18-17 and v=1 and v=2 J=17-16 tran-363

sitions are present in the DIHCA observational setups.364

The v = 1, J = 18−17 line is very close to the 41KCl 31-365

30 line, but the latter can be ruled out as a contaminant366

because the 41KCl 29-28 is also included in the observa-367

tions. In Orion SrcI, the peak intensity ratio was NaCl368

v = 1 J = 18 − 17 ≈ 5× 41KCl 29-28.369

3.3. Salt detections370

We detect salts in 9 sources (of which 3 are tenta-371

tive) in 6 regions. Figure 1 gives an overview of those372

objects that are spatially resolved. In the following sec-373

tions, we describe the salt-bearing sources in more de-374

tail: G17 (§3.3.1), G351 mm1, mm2, and mm12 (§3.3.2),375

W33A (§3.3.4), NGC6334I mm1b and mm2b (§3.3.3),376

and I16547 A and B (§3.3.5). The sixth region and377

disk, Orion SrcI, is not discussed in detail here because378

the same analysis was already done in Ginsburg et al.379

(2019a), but it is included in the discussion section be-380

low.381

3.3.1. G17382

The G17 disk is the best resolved source in our sample383

after SrcI (Fig 1; Maud et al. 2019). It is a confirmed384

Keplerian disk (Maud et al. 2019). Because of its high385

signal-to-noise and well-resolved structure, we investi-386

gate it in somewhat more detail than the other sources387

in the sample. Figure 4 shows the stacked spectrum388

based on the water line as described in Section 3.1.1.389

The salt detections toward G17 resemble that toward390

SrcI, with both NaCl and KCl tracing the same rota-391

tional structure. Figure 5 shows position-velocity di-392

agrams perpendicular to the outflow axis measured by393

Maud et al. 2018 at position angle θ ≈ 135◦ based on the394

large-scale CO outflow. Maud et al. (2019) measured the395

disk position angle to be 25.9◦, which traces the direc-396

tion of maximum gradient in the H2O disk and through397

the emission peak of the continuum structure. This an-398

gle is nearly perpendicular to the large-scale outflow;399

we adopt this angle as the disk PA. Maud et al. (2019)400
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Figure 4. Stacked spectra toward G17 from the Maud et al. (2019) data set. The stacking was based on the H2O line. Line
IDs are shown. Different colors are used for targeted species with multiple transitions in-band: orange for SiS, blue for KCl, red
for NaCl, magenta for H30α, purple for PN, and green for H2O. The remaining species, with only one transition marked, are
shown in black.
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Table 2. Summary of spectroscopic lines used in this anal-
ysis

Line Name Frequency EU

GHz K

SiS v=1 12-11 216.757603 1138.75

SiO v=0 5-4 217.104980 31.26

KCl v=4 29-28 217.228912 1733.21
41KCl 29-28 217.543178 156.71

SiS v=0 12-11 217.817644 67.95

NaCl v=2 17-16 217.979967 1128.38

H2CO 30,3 − 20,2 218.222192 20.96

HC3N 24-23 218.324788 1084.99

CH3OH 42,2 − 31,2 218.440063 1422.49

KCl v=3 29-28 218.579708 1345.06

C18O 2-1 219.560354 15.81

NaCl v=1 17-16 219.614936 614.51

HNCO 1010 − 99 219.798274 58.02

KCl v=2 29-28 219.936113 671.38

SO 65 − 54 219.949440 34.98

K37Cl v=2 30-29 221.078543 948.25
41KCl v=1 31-30 231.088150 572.25

K37Cl 31-30 231.218839 177.68

H30α 231.900928 -

C30α 232.016632 -

KCl v=4 31-30 232.163002 1755.14
41KCl 31-30 232.499840 178.67

NaCl v=1 18-17 232.509950 625.67

Si33S 13-12 232.628545 78.16

H2O v2=1 55,0 − 64,3 232.686700 3461.91

K37Cl v=4 32-31 232.907553 1739.18

PN v=1 J=5-4 233.271800 1937.30

KCl v=3 31-30 233.605698 1367.12

NaCl v=0 18-17 234.251912 106.85

SiS v=1 13-12 234.812968 865.40

PN J=5-4 234.935663 33.83

KCl v=2 31-30 235.055578 687.16

K37Cl v=2 31-30 235.768235 970.53

SiS v=0 13-12 235.961363 79.28
Lines covered by one or more observations in this work.
The frequency and upper state energy levels are pulled
from Splatalogue and refer either to CDMS, SLAIM, or
JPL values. For KCl v=3 and v=4 values, EU is drawn

from the modified version of the Barton et al. (2014) line
list used in Ginsburg et al. (2019a).

measured the disk inclination to be i = 40 ± 4◦ from401

the axis ratio of the continuum image, so we adopt that402

inclination when overplotting Keplerian curves. As403

with SrcI, both the water and salt lines trace out orbits404

consistent with Keplerian rotation around a high-mass405

star. Figure 6 shows integrated intensity (moment-0)406

and intensity-weighted velocity (moment-1) maps of the407

G17 disk.408

G17 chemically resembles SrcI in several ways: the409

only lines seen directly toward the source are H2O, NaCl,410

KCl, SiS, and SiO. There is little ‘contamination’ in the411

spectrum from COMs. As in SrcI, KCl lines are detected412

at about half the peak brightness of NaCl lines with413

similar EU; no v=0, v=1, or v=2 transitions of KCl are414

covered by the observations (except KCl v=2 J=29-28,415

which is blended with SO 65 − 54 and cannot be clearly416

identified).417

We measure enough lines to produce both rotational418

and vibrational diagrams for KCl, but only a rotational419

diagram for NaCl (Figure 7). These plots provide tem-420

perature and column density measurements of the target421

molecules if the observed transitions are in local thermo-422

dynamic equilibrium (LTE). As in SrcI, the rotational423

temperatures are much cooler (Trot ∼ 35 − 60 K) than424

the vibrational temperatures (Tvib ∼ 900 K), indicating425

that non-LTE effects are important. We have yet to de-426

termine the underlying mechanism, but several possibil-427

ities are discussed in Ginsburg et al. (2019a). We defer428

further discussion of the excitation to a future work in429

which we will integrate additional transitions.430

A key difference between SrcI and G17 is that G17431

exhibits radio recombination line (RRL) emission, while432

SrcI does not. Figure 5 shows the H30α RRL in433

grayscale with NaCl contours on top, showing that the434

RRL comes from a smaller region contained within the435

NaCl-bearing disk.436

Both SrcI and G17 have central ‘holes’ in which there437

is no NaCl emission. In SrcI, Ginsburg et al. (2019a) in-438

ferred the presence of this hole from the gas kinematics,439

as the apparent hole seen in Figure 1a is an observational440

effect caused by high optical depth in the edge-on dust441

disk. In G17, which is less inclined, the hole is directly442

observed (Figure 1b). Since the radiation field is more443

energetic in G17 than in SrcI, it is possible that the salt444

hole is related to the gas temperature.445

3.3.2. G351.77-0.54446

Beuther et al. (2017) and Beuther et al. (2019) pub-447

lished high-resolution observations of the G351.77-0.54448

region, which we use here over the lower-resolution DI-449

HCA data. We focus on the two brightest mm sources,450

mm1 and mm2, which both exhibit H2O and salt line451

emission. G351mm2 is a substantially fainter source,452

but similarly exhibits brine lines. Spectra of the G351453

sources and subsequent sources are presented in the Ap-454

pendices.455

We identify several lines in mm1, including NaCl v=1456

and v=2 J=18-17 and SiS v=0 and v=1 J=13-12 (these457
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Table 3. Summary of detections, tentative detections, and non-detections of target species in the source sample

Source disk H2O NaCl KCl SiO RRL COMs SiS SO PN

Orion SrcI yes yes yes yes yes no no yes yes ?

G17 yes yes yes yes yes yes no yes yes* no

I16547A yes-c yes yes* no yes no yes yes yes yes

I16547B yes-c yes yes* no yes no yes yes yes yes

G351.77mm1 yes-c yes yes no yes no* no yes no yes

G351.77mm2 unres yes yes* no no yes no no no no*

G351.77mm12 unres yes yes* no yes no no yes no yes

W33A mm1-main unres yes* yes* no yes yes* yes yes* yes yes

NGC6334Imm1b yes-c yes yes yes yes no yes* yes no* yes*

G5.89 mm15 cont no no no ? no no no no no

IRAS18162 GGD27 yes no no no ? no yes no yes no

NGC6334IN SMA6 no yes* no no no no yes no no yes*

NGC6334IN SMA1b/d no no* no no no no yes no no no*

G11.92mm1 yes no no no yes no yes yes* yes yes*

IRAS18089 I18089-1732 yes-c no no no yes no yes yes* yes no*

IRAS16562 G345.4938+01.4677 no no no no yes yes ext no ext no

G333.23mm1 no no no no no* no yes no yes yes*

G333.23mm2 yes* no no no no* no yes no yes yes*

G335 ALMA1 no no no no yes no yes no no* no

G29.96 submm1 no no no no yes no yes no* no* no*

G34.43mm1 no no no no no* no* yes no yes no*

S255IR SMA1 no* no* no no yes yes yes no yes no

NGC6334Imm1d yes* yes* no no no no no no no yes*

NGC6334Imm2b unres yes no* no yes no yes yes yes yes*

We use ‘?’ to indicate “not observed”, ‘yes’ for a definitive detection, ‘no’ for definitive non-detections, ‘yes*’ for tentative
detections, and ‘no*’ for tentative nondetections, where this uncertainty can either be from line confusion or low

signal-to-noise, and ‘ext’ for those associated with the envelope but not the disk. These all refer to detections in emission;
COMs are seen in absorption toward many sources, but we do not consider these. For SiO, we do not attempt to distinguish

between SiO from the outflow and from the disk; in Orion SrcI, we know that SiO is present in both. For the ‘disk’ column, we
either answer ‘yes’ for a clear disk detection from literature kinematic characterization, ‘yes-c’ for a candidate disk toward
which a kinematic signature consistent with rotation has been observed, but for which the kinematics have not yet been

confirmed to be Keplerian, ‘continuum’ if a disk-like (linear, . 300 au long) feature is seen in the continuum, ‘unresolved’ if
the targeted source is too small for us to say, and ‘no’ if neither of the above hold; ‘no’ does not indicate that no disk is

present, merely that we did not identify one. In many cases, we suspect a disk must be present because there is an outflow,
but we say ‘no’ if we can’t see it.

latter were clearly detected, and used for disk kine-458

matic study, in Beuther et al. (2019), but were listed459

as ‘unidentified’). Because of the slightly different spec-460

tral configuration adopted in these observations as com-461

pared to the DIHCA observations, both the J=12-11462

and J=13-12 lines of SiS v=0 are covered and detected.463

The morphology and range covered by NaCl and SiS464

are very similar (Appendix A.1), though the gap in the465

center for SiS is more pronounced than for NaCl. These466

molecules arise in similar, but not identical, regions.467

The velocity gradients in NaCl, H2O, and SiS in mm1468

appear to trace a bipolar outflow. Beuther et al. (2019)469

discussed the SiS emission lines in detail, comparing the470

velocity gradient observed in this line to that seen in471

SiO. The SiO J=5-4 and CO J=6-5 lines both appear472

in an extended redshifted lobe to the northwest of the473

source. The outflow is asymmetric and truncates at474

the position of mm1, suggesting that mm1 is the source475

(Beuther et al. 2017). Since the redshifted lobe occurs on476

the redshifted side of the observed SiS velocity gradient,477

Beuther et al. (2019) interpreted the lines as part of an478

outflow rather than a disk. While there is a blueshifted479

component opposite the redshifted flow, it is detected in480

only two channels and is only seen in the beam adjacent481

to the central source, so its direction cannot be deter-482

mined independent from the elongated red lobe. They483

also noted the presence of a velocity gradient perpendic-484

ular to the outflow direction in CH3CN, suggesting that485

CH3CN traces the disk in a disk-outflow system. The486

observed velocity gradient in briny lines is perpendicular487
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Figure 5. Position-velocity diagrams extracted across the G17 disk. (top left) KCl grayscale with NaCl contours (top right)
NaCl grayscale with Keplerian rotation curves drawn for a 15, 30, 40 M� star with a i = 40◦ disk (Maud et al. 2019) in orange,
green, and blue, respectively. (bottom left) Water (H2O) in grayscale with thin NaCl contours. In all cases, the velocity gradient
matches that of the disk identified in Maud et al. (2019). (bottom right) Position-velocity diagram of the H30α line toward
G17, with NaCl contours overlaid. The H30α emission is clearly confined to within the NaCl disk. While there is a hint of a
velocity gradient in the H30α line, it is unclear whether this gradient traces rotation.

to the CH3CN disk, indicating either that the emission488

comes from outflow or that the disk changes orientation489

with scale.490

We re-examine the kinematics of the now-identified491

lines here. Figure 8 shows moment-0 and moment-1492

maps of both NaCl (stacked) and H2O. The kinemat-493

ics resemble a disk, with kinematics consistent with or-494

bital motion around a ∼ 20/ sin i M� central potential,495

However, the extended SiO / CO J=6-5 outflow feature496

is parallel, rather than perpendicular, to the axis of the497

velocity gradient. Assuming the SiO structure is tracing498

an outflow, the velocity structure seen in Figure 8 is the499

base of the outflow. The lack of any gradient perpen-500

dicular to the outflow direction suggests that the briny501

lines are not tracing a disk wind in G351mm1, as they502

are in SrcI (Hirota et al. 2017), since they would retain503

that rotation signature for at least some distance above504

the disk. However, the lines are marginally resolved and505

extended in the direction perpendicular to the outflow,506

suggesting that the emission arises from an area at least507
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Figure 6. Moment-0 (integrated intensity) and moment-1 (intensity-weighted velocity) images of stacked NaCl (left) and H2O
(right) for G17. The red and blue arrows indicate the outflow direction from Maud et al. (2017). The dashed gray line shows
the direction the position-velocity diagram was extracted from (Figure 5).

comparable to be beam size (∼ 50 AU). The extended508

launching region is difficult to reconcile with the lack509

of disklike kinematics. We are not able to definitively510

conclude on the nature of the velocity gradient in mm1511

and suggest that it should be studied further at high512

resolution, particularly to trace the kinematics of the513

disk-outflow system(s). Nevertheless, we note that the514

briny emission is limited to a region < 100 AU across.515

By contrast to mm1, mm2 has H2O emission (Ap-516

pendix A.2), but only tentative NaCl emission (the v=1517

line is detected at ∼ few − σ, but the v=2 line is be-518

low the noise). No SiS emission is detected. However,519

H30α emission is fairly clearly detected. There is a ve-520

locity gradient along the NW-SE axis in the H2O line521

(Appendix A.2). Curiously, this is perpendicular to the522

direction of the gradient shown in Figure 9 of Beuther523

et al. (2019), which shows the unidentified 231.986 GHz524
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Figure 7. Rotation diagrams from the fitted lines toward G17. (left) KCl rotation diagram (right) NaCl rotation diagram

line, suggesting that there may be perpendicular gradi-525

ents here tracing outflow and disk. However, no outflow526

is known toward this source, and we do not see clear527

signs of outflow in any of the lines studied here, including528

SiO. While SiO is detected in emission and absorption529

toward mm1, it is detected only in absorption toward530

mm2.531

Despite the presence of many KCl transitions in band,532

there are no detections - but our limits on these lines are533

relatively weak, as all of the v=0 and v=1 transitions534

tend to land in confused regions or come from doubly-535

rare isotopologues.536

A third source, G351mm12, also has salt detected.537

Appendix A.3 shows the standard suite of figures for538

this detection. This source is barely resolved. Its mo-539

ment maps indicate a hint of velocity gradient, but the540

gradient is at the limit of our sensitivity and may be541

spurious.542

3.3.3. NGC6334I543

There are three sources within the NGC 6334I re-544

gion that may exhibit brine emission. Sources mm1b545

and mm2b are both notable for being faint continuum546

sources adjacent to bright sources identified in lower-547

resolution data (the ‘b’ designation indicates that there548

are sources mm1a and mm2a that are brighter).549

mm1b exhibits clear signatures of H2O, multiple NaCl550

lines, SiS, and several likely KCl detections (Appendix551

A.4). The H2O line shows hints of rotation perpendic-552

ular to the outflow axis (Fig. 8 of Brogan et al. (2018)553

shows the outflow, which is aligned to PA ≈ 0◦ to −5◦,554

close to straight north-south), though the other lines do555

not as clearly exhibit this signature. Brogan et al. (2018)556

note several other less prominent outflows centered on557

this source, however, which hints that this object cannot558

be interpreted as a single disk-outflow system. In the PV559

diagram of NaCl (Fig. 9), we show curves at 10, 20, and560

30 M� for an edge-on Keplerian disk. Since the emission561

is confined to lower velocities than the 10 M� curve, it562

appears that this source is < 10 M�. However, it may563

also be significantly inclined to the line of sight, in which564

case it may be more massive. KCl is tentatively detected565

toward mm1b, with reasonably strong peaks appearing566

in the KCl v=2 J=29-28 and K37Cl v=0 J=31-30 lines.567

Some others that might be expected to be bright, e.g.,568

KCl v=3 J=29-28 and v=3 J=31-30, are ambiguous or569

blended.570

The other sources are less clear detections and are571

therefore considered only candidate brinary sources.572

Similar to mm1b, mm2b has a reasonably clear H2O de-573

tection and strong signs of SiS v=0 J=12-11 emission,574

but it has no clear detection of any salt line (Appendix575

A.4). No clear outflow is present. The SiS line profile is576

broad and somewhat different from that of water, so it577

is not obvious that they trace the same kinematics.578

mm1d has only has marginal SiS and H2O detections.579

We do not include it in the figures or detection statistics.580

It is a strong candidate for follow-up observations.581

3.3.4. W33A582

We marginally detect H2O, H30α, and NaCl toward583

the bright source at the center of W33A (Appendix A.5).584

At the current resolution, the emitting region is unre-585

solved. The detection of any of these lines individually586

is tentative because we have only one firm line detec-587

tion for each of these molecules and they are potentially588

blended with other emission lines. The PN 5-4, H2O,589

and NaCl v=1 18-17 lines are the most prominently de-590

tected. The NaCl v=1 and v=2 J=17-16 lines are too591

weak to confirm the NaCl detection. While we detect592

only one PN line, it is isolated enough that confusion is593

unlikely to affect it, so it is a reasonably firm detection.594

This source is a prime candidate for further followup.595
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Figure 8. Moment-0 (integrated intensity) and moment-1 (intensity-weighted velocity) images of stacked NaCl (left) and H2O
(right) for G351 mm1. The position-velocity diagrams in Figure 14 are taken along position angle 130◦, parallel to the velocity
gradient seen in the lower panels here. The red arrow shows the direction of the outflow from Beuther et al. (2019) that extends
& 0.2 pc to the northwest. A compact blueshifted feature was also weakly detected bin SiO opposite the redshifted flow, but it
is unresolved. The blue side of the NaCl, H2O, and (in Appendix A.1) SiS and PN corresponds with the SiO blueshifted lobe
seen in Fig. 7 of Beuther et al. (2019), but since its extent is limited to the . 100 AU scale shown in this figure, we cannot
confirm whether it is comprised of outflowing material.

3.3.5. I16547596

I16547A and B were reported to have salt, water,597

and SiS emission in Tanaka et al. (2020). We confirm598

their detections both with their original data and with599

coarser-resolution observations from the DIHCA pro-600

gram. Despite the clear detection of those three briny601

species (see spectra in Appendix A.6 and A.7), there is602

no sign of KCl in the data. The non-detection is in part603

driven by confusion, in that many of the lower-J tran-604

sitions of KCl lay atop transitions from other molecular605

species that are spatially extended and not filtered out.606

Line stacking was not very helpful for these two targets607

because they are only marginally resolved (Fig. 2). Nev-608

ertheless, velocity gradients consistent with rotation are609

apparent in position-velocity diagrams extracted along610

the direction of the maximum gradient (Appendices A.6611

and A.7), which is perpendicular to the outflow direc-612

tion (Tanaka et al. 2020), suggesting that these are both613

likely disks around high-mass YSOs.614

3.4. Unsalted sources615

The remainder of our targets do not have salt or water616

detections. We describe them in slightly more detail in617

Appendix B. We note here that several of these, i.e.,618

G11.92, GGD27, and I18089, have clear extended disks619

that are detected in other molecules (e.g., CH3CN) but620

not in brinary lines.621

4. DISCUSSION622
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Figure 9. Position-velocity diagram of NaCl in the NGC
6334I mm1b disk. Keplerian velocity curves for edge-on 10,
20, and 30 M� central potentials are overplotted; the central
potential here appears to have M sin i < 10 M�.

4.1. Are briny lines disk-only tracers?623

Many of our targets are only candidate disk sources,624

in that no resolved Keplerian rotation curve has been625

observed. We therefore consider the question: Could the626

briny emission be from outflows? Under the assumption627

that outflows are driven by either a wind from a disk628

or from accretion from a disk onto a star, the presence629

of an outflow still indicates the presence of a disk, but630

that does not mean the lines we observe necessarily arise631

within that disk.632

In SrcI, it is clear that the water is partly outflowing,633

but it arose from a disk wind and had a small observable634

scale height (h < 40 au; see Fig. 10 of Ginsburg et al.635

2018). Even in that case, the water line was dominated636

by disk kinematics, not outflow.637

In most of the observed sources, a velocity gradient638

across the lines of interest was observed. Such a velocity639

gradient can be produced by either outflow ejection or640

disk rotation. In the best-resolved cases, G17 and G351,641

the emission forms a complete ring, which is expected642

of a disk or disk wind. The circular extent of the briny643

emission shows that it is not tracing a collimated jet644

feature. However, in G351mm1, the direction of the645

gradient is along the known outflow, suggesting that the646

briny lines do not trace a disk or a disk wind; this source647

remains difficult to interpret.648

While we cannot definitively determine the general649

origin of briny emission, we observe here that it is re-650

stricted to radii < 300 au in our full sample, such that651

it is always consistent with arising in either the disk or652

the very inner portion of the outflow.653

4.2. Chemical similarities between the salt disks654

We examine the general chemical properties of the655

brinary disks. Each has several properties in common,656

but several differences. Table 3 lists the detections and657

non-detections toward each examined source. We ob-658

serve that NaCl, H2O, and SiS lines are often detected659

toward the same sources, and generally if one is ab-660

sent, all are. In other words, they exhibit compara-661

ble brightness when they are observed. This correlation662

hints that they come from similar regions within disks or663

outflows, either because of excitation or chemical (for-664

mation/destruction) conditions.665

Figure 10 shows the cross-correlation of the boolean666

value (“yes” or “no”) encoded in table 3; the tentative667

detections marked with ‘*’s are assigned to their corre-668

sponding ‘yes’ or ‘no’ prefix. It shows that the pres-669

ence of NaCl, SiS, and H2O are strongly correlated.670

The presence of COMs in the spectra is moderately671

anti-correlated with these ‘brinary’ species. RRLs are672

strongly anti-correlated with COMs. The correlations673

among the other molecules (and RRLs) are less pro-674

nounced.675

We note that our data are extremely incomplete, as676

we explicitly select against COM-bearing targets by se-677

lecting H2O-bearing disks. There are many fainter disk678

Figure 10. Cross-correlation plot made from Table 3. We
cross-correlate purely on the boolean value; those with a ‘yes’
are marked True, and those without a ‘yes’ are marked False.
The rows are sorted in order of correlation with NaCl.
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candidates in the fields of view of our observations that679

we did not include in our sample or in this plot. Most680

of these sources do exhibit COM emission and do not681

exhibit RRL emission, though, so adding them to this682

plot would generally strengthen the trends shown.683

Because of the incompleteness of our sample, we cau-684

tion against over-interpretation. A repeat of this anal-685

ysis with a consistently-selected sample will be needed686

to draw firm conclusions. However, the correlations in687

the top-left of the plot, between H2O, NaCl, and SiS688

appear firm - these species coexist in this sample of disk689

candidates.690

4.2.1. The low detection rate of KCl is an observational691

effect692

The KCl detections are not perfectly correlated with693

NaCl detections, but we argue here that this is an ob-694

servational selection effect. Most likely, KCl is better-695

correlated with NaCl than is apparent in Figure 10.696

In the targeted band, there are no v=1 or v=0 tran-697

sitions of the most common isotopologue (39K-35Cl) of698

KCl, such that all detections are of higher-excitation,699

lower-brightness transitions. The targeted KCl lines are700

also partly hidden by confusion with other lines. The701

KCl lines are strongly anti-correlated with the presence702

of COMs, which is primarily (or entirely) because of703

confusion: the KCl lines in this band are weaker than704

NaCl when they are detected, so they are more diffi-705

cult to distinguish from the molecular line forest present706

in dense spectra. They land inconveniently near bright707

COM lines in the 215-235 GHz range more often than708

the NaCl lines.709

The comparison to SrcI illustrates some of these ef-710

fects. In SrcI, the peak brightness temperature of the711

NaCl and KCl lines with EU < 1000 K were similar,712

with TB,max ∼ 100 − 200 K. The NaCl v=0 lines were713

no more than twice as bright as the KCl v=0 lines. The714

SrcI data set was targeted on outflow-tracing lines, in-715

cluding 12CO J=2-1 and SiO v=1 J=5-4, which both716

have nearby v=0 and v=1 KCl transitions, while the717

DIHCA observations and others presented here chose to718

target the CH3CN ladder at 220.4 GHz and therefore719

did not cover these low-v transitions.720

4.2.2. PN in the brine721

The PN J=5-4 line appears to be detected in several of722

our sources. The PN v=1 J=5-4 transition, at 233.27182723

GHz, is not detected. For the line-poor brinaries, there724

is little confusion around this line, and its velocity lines725

up perfectly with that of salts, so this identification is726

reasonably certain. For the rest of the sample, the case727

is less clear; while there are some tentative detections728

with clear lines at this velocity, the spectra are so rich729

that we cannot definitively identify PN as the carrier730

species. The presence of PN in the same regions as the731

highly-excited salt lines may suggest that PN occupies732

a similar location within and binding energy to dust733

grains. Rivilla et al. (2020) suggest that PN is present734

in the cavity walls of an outflow toward AFGL 5142,735

but that it is released to the gas phase as PH3, and736

the PN molecules are subsequently formed under the737

influence of the star’s UV radiation. Given the lack of738

UV photons in these sources, as indicated by the lack739

of correlation between PN and RRLs in Figure 10, our740

data may indicate that PN is present in the grains and741

not formed in the gas phase.742

4.2.3. RRLs743

Hydrogen recombination lines are likely to be pro-744

duced in the ionized regions surrounding accreting high-745

mass young stars once they have contracted onto the746

main sequence. In our sample, few RRLs are de-747

tected. Their presence, or absence, is only weakly anti-748

correlated with the presence of COMs and PN, but has749

little correlation with other molecules. While we might750

expect RRL emission to become detectable from accret-751

ing HMYSOs toward the end of their accretion phase, as752

the ionization rate is able to overtake the accretion rate753

of fresh neutral material, our data provide little evidence754

for this process.755

4.3. Excitation756

At least in the best-resolved cases, G17 and G351,757

vibrationally excited states of NaCl are detected (v=1,758

and 2). This feature is in common with SrcI, where759

states up to v=6 were convincingly detected. The v=2760

detections in particular, with EU & 1000 K, suggest that761

an excitation pattern similar to that in SrcI, in which762

Tvib > Trot, is common. This general feature is also763

common in evolved stars that exhibit salt emission, sug-764

gesting that these salt lines only appear in regions with765

strong radiative backgrounds in the infrared. Figure 7766

highlights the high excitation, though we defer deeper767

analysis of the excitation properties to a future work.768

4.4. Spatial Resolution769

Our observed sample has non-uniform spatial resolu-770

tion (Table 1), which helps explain several of the non-771

detections. We show a version of Figure 1 with all im-772

ages resized to the same physical scale shown in Figure773

11, highlighting that the detected NaCl disks are small.774

We did not detect NaCl toward any sources observed775

with beam size > 300 au, which included four of our776

targeted fields. Five of the fifteen targeted fields in-777

cluded detections. We performed a logistic regression of778
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G17

100 AU

W33A mm1-main G351.77mm1 G351.77mm2

NGC6334Imm2b

Orion SrcI

G351.77mm12
NGC6334Imm1b

I16547A

I16547B

Figure 11. The integrated intensity (moment-0) maps of NaCl shown in Fig. 1 and 2, but now with each image scaled to
the same physical resolution. The 100 AU scalebar, shown on the W33A mm1-main panel, applies to all panels. The intensity
scales are arbitrary, as the intent is only to show the disk candidate structure.

the detection of salt against resolution and found that779

the likelihood of salt detection in our sample is > 50%780

for resolution < 120 au, peaking at ∼ 80% at infinite781

resolution. While our haphazard sample selection pre-782

vents drawing strong conclusions, these results suggest783

that salty regions are limited to small scales (. 300784

au) and are challenging to observe if they are not well-785

resolved. This observational limitation highlights the786

need for more extensive extremely high-resolution ob-787

servations with ALMA’s longest-baseline configurations788

to obtain dynamical mass measurements for high-mass789

YSOs.790

It is possible that more sensitive observations with791

poor physical resolution may detect brinary lines now792

that we know to look for them. However, the main dif-793

ficulty in detecting these lines is not raw sensitivity, but794

confusion with other lines. It will be beneficial to search795

other parts of the spectrum for more isolated brinary796

lines, which might be expected to be more common at797

lower frequencies. It may be possible to determine the798

presence or absence of brinary lines by stacking the var-799

ious transitions across species to average down the ‘con-800

taminant’ noise provided by other lines; we leave inves-801

tigation of this possibility to future work.802

5. CONCLUSIONS803

• We have substantially increased the number of804

high-mass protostellar objects with detection of805

salt, hot water, and SiS, increasing the number806

from three to nine published detections across six807

regions.808

• Salt, water, and SiS tend to coexist. PN may also809

coexist with these species. When any of these810

molecules is detected in a HMYSO disk, all of811

them are likely to be.812

• Brinary sources are line-poor compared to typi-813

cal hot cores. The lack of COMs in the briny re-814

gions suggests that the chemistry of these regions815

is different from hot cores, even when the central816

objects are surrounded by hot cores.817

• These emission lines do not come from the same818

volume as ionized hydrogen. While some of the819

HMYSO candidates targeted exhibit both RRL820

and brine emission, the presence of an RRL is a821

poor predictor of whether NaCl and H2O are de-822

tected. The resolved case of G17 shows that the823

ionized gas comes from a smaller radius than the824

NaCl.825

• With the nine brinaries presented here, we demon-826

strate that salt emission is not rare. The pri-827

mary reason it is not often detected is resolution:828

the emission comes exclusively from small (. 100829

au) size scales, confirming that either chemistry or830

excitation restricts the millimeter lines described831

here to disk-sized regions. Line confusion limits832

our ability to detect these lines even when they are833

present, though confusion can be alleviated with834

high spatial resolution.835

• However, salt and water emission is also not ubiq-836

uitous in HMYSO disks. Some of the most com-837

pelling Keplerian disks around HMYSOs in the lit-838

erature, such as GGD27 and G11.92mm1, show no839

sign of salt emission despite their similarities to840

other disks and superior data quality.841

There is clearly substantial future work to do with842

these data and expanded samples of brinaries. Some of843

the more obvious questions about brinary lines include:844

• Are they correlated with source luminosity or stel-845

lar mass?846
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• What disks, or outflows, produce them?847

• Do they occur around low-mass YSOs?848

• Why are highly vibrationally excited lines (v > 3)849

detected?850

Many of these questions will require establishing less bi-851

ased, more systematic samples of YSO candidates. Oth-852

ers will require more detailed, multi-line studies toward853

a limited sample.854
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APPENDIX1055

A. ADDITIONAL FIGURES FOR SALTED SOURCES1056

For the salted sources, we present moment maps and spectra with lines identified in the following Appendices.1057

A.1. G351.77mm11058

We show additional moment maps, spectra, and position-velocity diagrams from G351.77mm1 in this section. This1059

object is one of the most compelling, high signal-to-noise objects in the sample, yet its kinematics are perplexing,1060

exhibiting disk-like rotation in the same direction as the larger-scale outflow rather than rotating perpendicular to1061

the outflow, as we would expect. Figure 12 shows the stacked spectra. Figure 8 shows moment-0 and moment-11062

maps of NaCl and H2O. Figure 13 shows the same for SiS and PN. All four molecules exhibit similar morphology and1063

kinematics, including a prominent central hole, which is strongly suggestive of a disk. Figure 14 shows moment-0 maps1064

and position-velocity diagrams, and Figure 15 more position-velocity diagrams, illustrating that rotation is a plausible1065

explanation for the observed kinematics.1066

A.2. G351.77mm21067

Figure 16 shows the stacked spectra of G351 mm2. Figure 17 shows the moment-0 and moment-1 maps of NaCl and1068

H2O, which are only marginally resolved.1069

A.3. G351.77mm121070

Figure 18 shows the stacked spectra of G351 mm12. This source is unresolved, as shown in Fig 2. Figure 19 shows1071

the moment-0 and moment-1 maps of NaCl and H2O, which are only marginally resolved.1072

A.4. NGC6334I1073

We show additional figures of NGC6334I, including spectra (Fig 20 and moment maps (Fig 21. For mm2b, we show1074

only the stacked spectrum (Fig 22), since the source is unresolved1075

A.5. W33A1076

The labeled, stacked spectrum from W33A is shown in Figure 23. The four-panel moment map is not shown for this1077

source because it is unresolved and shows no structure; it is consistent with a point source.1078

A.6. I16547A1079

The labeled, stacked spectrum from I16547A is shown in Figure 24. Moment-0 and moment-1 images are shown in1080

Figure 25. A position-velocity diagram, with overlaid Keplerian curves for an edge-on orbit with masses labeled, is1081

shown in Figure 28. We show these to provide order-of-magnitude mass estimates, but note that we have no constraint1082

on the disk inclination and have not attempted to model the extent of the disk emission. No outflow is observed toward1083

A (Tanaka et al. 2020).1084

A.7. I16547B1085

The labeled, stacked spectrum from I16547B is shown in Figure 26. Moment-0 and moment-1 images are shown in1086

Figure 27. A position-velocity diagram, with overlaid Keplerian curves for an edge-on orbit with masses labeled, is1087

shown in Figure 28. We show these to provide order-of-magnitude mass estimates, but note that we have no constraint1088

on the disk inclination and have not attempted to model the extent of the disk emission. An SiO outflow is observed1089

toward B, perpendicular to the gradient in the PV diagram (Tanaka et al. 2020).1090

A.8. Continuum1091

We show Figures 1 and 2 again, but this time with continuum contours overlaid, in Figures 29 and 30.1092
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Figure 12. Stacked spectra from G351.77mm1 from the Beuther et al. (2019) data set. The stacking was based on the H2O
line. Line IDs are shown; no KCl detections are clear. Different colors are used for targeted species with multiple transitions
in-band: orange for SiS, blue for KCl, red for NaCl, magenta for H30α, purple for PN, and green for H2O. The remaining
species, with only one transition marked, are shown in black. The PN line identification should be taken with a grain of salt
since it is the only transition we observe from PN.
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Figure 13. Moment-0 and 1 images as in Figure 8, but for the SiS v=0 J=13-12 and PN 5-4 lines of G351 mm1.

B. UNSALTED SOURCES1093

B.1. I165621094

IRAS16562-3959 is also known as G345.4938+01.4677. This source shows SO in absorption against a continuum1095

disk. It exhibits RRL emission that shows a very tiny gradient; Guzmán et al. (2020) reported the detection of an1096

ionized disk in this system based on RRL emission. No other emission lines are associated with the RRL possible disk.1097

There is extensive CH3CN emission around this source with kinematics more complicated than a simple Keplerian1098

disk.1099

B.2. G3331100

We adopt naming from Stephens et al. (2015), though their resolution was only ∼ 2.5′′.1101

G333.23mm1 is the bright central region. Morphologically, it looks like the hub at the center of several converging1102

filaments. There is no obvious sign of a disk in any of the lines we examined. There is no hint of brinary lines.1103

G333.23mm2 shows some sign of a line gradient in CH3OH, hinting that a disk is present. However, no brinary lines1104

are seen.1105

B.3. G3351106

Olguin et al. (2022) performed an extensive study of this system using the data presented here. G335-ALMA1 is1107

the bright central source that shows signs of rotation, but no clear disk. Instead, it appears dominated by inflowing1108
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Figure 14. Comparison of NaCl and SiS moment-0 and position-velocity maps of G351.77mm1. (top left) NaCl stack moment
0 image, as seen in Figure 1. (top right) SiS 13-12 moment 0 image, showing similar morphology. (bottom left) NaCl stack
cube position-velocity diagram extracted along the direction of maximum gradient. (bottom right) SiS 13-12 position-velocity
diagram extracted along the direction of maximum gradient. Keplerian rotation curves assuming an edge-on central source with
the listed mass are shown in colored lines; these curves are not fits to the data and do not account for inclination, they are just
provided to guide the eye. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 3.3.2, the velocity gradient shown here may trace an outflow
rather than a disk.

accretion filaments. The spectrum is extremely rich, and we adopt the same CH3OH line as in Olguin et al. (2022) as1109

our velocity reference. No brinary lines are detected.1110

B.4. G5.891111

The G5.89 image is dominated by an extended HII region. The only disklike source in the imaged field of view is1112

mm15, so our cutout centered on that source. It apparently exhibits no line emission at all in the present data set.1113

We examined the other millimeter peaks in the region, but found no obvious signatures of disks or brinary lines.1114
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Figure 15. Two more position-velocity diagrams of G351 mm1, showing the 235 GHz PN 5-4 line (newly identified here) and
the H2O line. The common structure seen in these diagrams, and in Figure 14, justifies our assumption that these have common
kinematics. Keplerian rotation curves assuming an edge-on central source with the listed mass are shown in colored lines; these
curves are not fits to the data and do not account for inclination, they are just provided to guide the eye. Furthermore, the
direction of maximum gradient, along which these diagrams are extracted, points in the direction of the outflow.

B.5. GGD271115

GGD27mm1 (otherwise referred to here as GGD27) is the driving source of HH80/81 (Girart et al. 2017, 2018;1116

Añez-López et al. 2020). It is also known as IRAS 18162-2048. It has a clear, well-defined, massive (M ∼ 5M�) disk1117

orbiting a ∼ 20 M� star (Añez-López et al. 2020). There is no sign of NaCl, H2O, KCl, or SiS in the spectrum of1118

the disk in our data or previous observations (Girart et al. 2017). It is bright in SO 65 − 54, which we used to stack1119

spectra to perform a deeper search.1120

This source is the archetype of non-salt-bearing disks. Its well-defined Keplerian line profiles, high central mass, and1121

line-poor spectrum demonstrate that not all HMYSO disks exhibit salt emission. The system is very similar to SrcI in1122

terms of its central stellar mass, disk size (though GGD27’s is 2-4× larger in radius), and luminosity, suggesting that1123

none of these features are critical for releasing salt into the gas phase. As the driver of the HH80/81 outflow, it is also1124

clear that the simple presence of an outflow does not determine whether brinary lines are produced. However, one1125

notable difference is that the HH80/81 jet is highly collimated (Rodŕıguez-Kamenetzky et al. 2017; Qiu et al. 2019),1126

while SrcI drives a broader disk wind (Hirota et al. 2017; Tachibana et al. 2019), hinting that the driving mechanism1127

of the outflow may have a role in determining when salts are detectable. The comparison of this source to SrcI and1128

others in this sample will be useful for future understanding of the origin of salts.1129

B.6. IRAS180891130

Sanhueza et al. (2021) observed this source at high resolution, though they focused on the magnetic field. Previously,1131

Beuther et al. (2004, 2005) showed that this source was line-rich with SMA observations. We used a CH3OH as the1132

stacking line because the kinematics were similar across all bright lines, including the SO 65 − 54 line, but the SO1133

line was affected by strong absorption toward the inner disk. The line kinematics were reasonably disk-like, but not1134

consistent with a single Keplerian disk; the velocity structure in this source requires more sophisticated modeling.1135

Nevertheless, there is no sign of brinary lines in the averaged or stacked spectra.1136

B.7. G34.43mm11137

There is a structure toward the center of G34.43mm1 with a clear line gradient, but it does not trace disk-like1138

kinematics and is quite extended. On the larger scale, G34.43mm1 drives a powerful outflow (Sanhueza et al. 2010).1139
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Figure 16. The G351 mm2 disk candidate stacked spectrum. Like mm1 (Fig. 12), the stacking was done on the H2O line.
However, other lines are at most weakly detected; the NaCl v=1 J=18-17 line is evident, but no other clear detections are
present in this or other bands. In all spectra, but particularly in spectral window 0, much of the spectrum is absorbed by
material unassociated with the disk; we cut off the absorption features to emphasize emission features here.
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Figure 17. Moment-0 (integrated intensity) and moment-1 (intensity-weighted velocity) images of stacked NaCl (left) and H2O
(right) for G351 mm2.

While this is region is quite nearby (1.56 kpc Xu et al. 2011), it is not among the salt-bearing candidates. Despite its1140

relatively near distance, the observed spatial resolution is only ∼ 400 au, which is much larger than the detected disks.1141

The overall appearance of the inner region suggests that streamers are feeding in to a central region. The chemically1142

rich inflowing material results in a very spectrally dense spectrum (e.g., Sanhueza et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2020a), which1143

likely prevents detection of brinary features even if they are present. This is a good candidate for followup at higher1144

angular resolution.1145

B.8. G29.961146

Beuther et al. (2007) and Beltrán et al. (2011) studied this region at ∼arcsecond resolution. The target region is1147

centered on the brightest few sources at the center. The distance to this object is unclear, with Beltrán et al. (2011)1148

reporting 3.5 kpc and Kalcheva et al. (2018) reporting 7.4 kpc. There is no clear signature of any of the lines of1149

interest, nor is there a clear signature of rotation. There is a tentative detection of SiS v=0 12-11, but neither of the1150

SiS v=1 lines (13-12 or 12-11) appear, so this detection is uncertain.1151

B.9. S255IR1152

Sh 2-255 IR SMA1 (S255IR) was the recent (< 10 years) site of a major accretion outburst. As such it is a strong1153

candidate for being actively heated over its ‘normal’ level.1154
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Figure 18. The G351 mm12 disk candidate stacked spectrum. See Figure 12 for additional description.
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Figure 19. Moment-0 (integrated intensity) and moment-1 (intensity-weighted velocity) images of stacked NaCl (left) and H2O
(right) for G351 mm12.

No disk is obvious in the data cube from rotational signatures. While several authors (Zinchenko et al. 2015, 2020;1155

Liu et al. 2020b) have noted bulk rotation in the molecular gas around S255IR, these signatures are not evident on1156

the smaller (∼ 70 au) scales probed here.1157

There is, however, a hint of both H2O and H30α emission along the innermost part of the outflow, within about one1158

resolution element of the central source. There is also a hint of SiS here. There is clearly SiO emission with a velocity1159

gradient along the outflow axis, but curiously it is not very bright along the continuum jet. This source warrants1160

followup at higher resolution and sensitivity to try to identify the location of the actual disk, though it is not yet clear1161

which lines to use for this search.1162

B.10. NGC6334IN1163

The NGC6334IN region contains several bright sources. The brightest in our observations are SMA6 and SMA11164

b/d (names from Sadaghiani et al. 2020). Neither source shows clear signs of rotation in any line. SMA1b/d contains1165
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Figure 20. The NGC6334I mm1b disk stacked spectrum. See Figure 12 for additional description.
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Figure 21. Moment-0 and 1 images as in Figure 8, but for NGC 6334I mm1b. The outflow noted by Brogan et al. (2018)
is shown at PA=-5◦ with green arrows, as it appears to be primarily in the plane of the sky. The solid gray line shows the
orientation from which the position-velocity diagram (Figure 9) is extracted.

several sources that may exhibit some hint of H2O emission, so we use that line as the basis for stacking We do not1166

detect any other lines. Notably, both SO and SiO appear absent toward these sources. SMA6 also shows a hint of a1167

water line, but similarly shows no sign of any of the other targeted lines.1168

B.11. G11.92mm11169

Ilee et al. (2018) reported on the disk G11.92mm1, showing a much larger (r ∼ 800 au) size than most of the sources1170

in our sample. We use SO 65 − 54 as the guide line for stacking, since it shows clear disk kinematics. No brinary lines1171

are detected.1172
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Figure 22. The NGC6334I mm2b disk stacked spectrum. See Figure 12 for additional description.
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Figure 23. The W33A disk stacked spectrum. See Figure 12 for additional description.
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Figure 24. The I16547A disk stacked spectrum. See Figure 12 for additional description.
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Figure 25. Moment-0 and 1 images as in Figure 8, but for IRAS 16547A The solid gray line shows the orientation from which
the position-velocity diagram (Figure 28) is extracted, based on the angle determined in Tanaka et al. (2020). The radio jet at
PA=-16◦ is shown with arrows (Tanaka et al. 2020).
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Figure 26. The I16547B disk stacked spectrum. See Figure 12 for additional description.
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Figure 27. Moment-0 and 1 images as in Figure 8, but for IRAS 16547B The solid gray line shows the orientation from which
the position-velocity diagram (Figure 28) is extracted, based on the angle determined in Tanaka et al. (2020). The red and blue
arrows indicate the direction of the SiO outflow noted in Tanaka et al. (2020).
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Figure 28. Position-velocity diagrams of the I16547 disks in the stacked NaCl lines. The overplotted curves show Keplerian
rotation around central point sources with masses indicated in the caption, assuming an edge-on inclination. As noted in Tanaka
et al. (2020), the disks appear to be counter-rotating along similar position angles.
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Figure 29. Moment-0 (integrated intensity) images of the resolved sources in NaCl lines as described in Figure 1. The red
ellipse shows the continuum beam corresponding to the contours, while the black ellipse shows the line image beam. The
contours are: SrcI σ = 0.21 mJy/beam, contours at 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150 σ, G17 σ = 0.12 mJy/beam, contours at 50, 100,
150, 200 σ, G351mm1 σ = 0.08 mJy/beam, contours at 50, 75, 100, 125 σ, NGC6334Imm1b σ = 1 mJy/beam, contours at 10,
15, 20, 25 σ.
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Figure 30. As in Figure 2, but with continuum contours overlaid. The red ellipse shows the continuum beam corresponding to
the contours, while the black ellipse shows the line image beam. The contours are: G351mm2 σ = 0.08 mJy/beam, contours at
50, 75, 100, 125 σ, G351mm12 σ = 0.08 mJy/beam, contours at 10, 20, 30 σ, NGC6334Imm2 σ = 1 mJy/beam, contours at 2,
3, 4 σ, I16547A σ = 0.08 mJy/beam, contours at 100, 150, 200, 250, 300 σ, I16547B σ = 0.08 mJy/beam, contours at 75, 100,
125, 150 σ, W33A σ = 0.3 mJy/beam, contours at 20,40,60,80 σ.
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